A total coloring of a graph G is a function
t -coloring of a graph G is a total coloring α of G with colors 1, 2, ,t  such that at least one vertex or edge of G is colored by , 1, 2, , i i t =  , and for any ( ) ( )
 such that no adjacent vertices, edges, and no incident vertices and edges obtain the same color.
The concept of total coloring was introduced by Vizing [1] and independently by
Behzad [2] . The total chromatic number Clearly,
The concept of interval total coloring was first introduced by Petrosyan [3] .
Now we generalize the concept interval total coloring to the cyclically interval total coloring. A total t -coloring α of a graph G is called a cyclically interval total t -coloring of G, if for any 
It is clear that for any t ∈  , t t ⊆ T F and ⊆ T F . Note that for an arbitrary graph G, ( ) ( )
. It is also clear that for any G ∈ T , the following inequality is true
and in which two vertices are adjacent whenever either they are adjacent edges of G or one is a vertex of G and other is an edge incident with it.
In this paper, we study the cyclically interval total colorings of cycles and middle graphs of cycles. For a cycle n C , let
, , ,
, , , 
Cn
In this section we study the cyclically interval total colorings of ( ) [5] ) For any integer 3 n ≥ , we have
Now we consider the cyclically interval total colorings of ( ) 3 n C n ≥ . In order to define the total coloring of the graph n C easily, we denote ( ) ( ) 
Proof. Since ⊆ T F , then for any G ∈ T we have
. So by Theorems 1 and 2, (1) and (2) hold.
Let us prove (3). Now we show that
for any 3 n ≥ . Define a total coloring α of the graph n C as follows: Let
It is easy to check that α is a cyclically interval total 2n-coloring of n C . Thus,
for any integer 3 n ≥ . On the other hand, it is easy to see that
Lemma 4. For any integer
− , we define a total t -coloring α of the graph n C as follows: 
[ ] 
, if 2, ; 
[ ]
It is not difficult to check that, in each case, α is always a cyclically interval total t -coloring of n C . The proof is complete.
C ∈ F . Proof. We define a total 5-coloring α of the graph 3 C as follows: Let
It is easy to see that α is a cyclically interval total coloring of 3 C .
Lemma 6. For any integer 4 n ≥ ,
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that, for any integers 4 n ≥ , α is a cyclically interval total ( ) n n n C n n n n n n
In this section we study the cyclically interval total colorings of ( ) ( ) By the definition of α we have By the definition of α we have By the definition of α we have 
